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I. And the moon is listening...

I lie in bed at night and listen.  
Doors creak and walls moan,  
Faucets drip and the house is settling.  
And the moon is listening...

I lie in bed at night and listen.  
Mice creep and clocks tick,  
Marking time while we are dreaming.  
And the moon is listening...

My cats go bumpity-bump all night,  
Mischief happening left and right.  
Bumpity-bumpity-bumpity-bumpity-bump!  

I lie in bed at night and listen.  
Snow falls and branches sway,  
Wind chimes clatter in the breeze.  
And the moon is listening...  
And I drift to sleep...

II. There it is again!

Cracking lumber  
Wakes me from my slumber,  
And my fear takes hold.  
Sky and clouds brawl,  
Simple things make my skin crawl,  
And the night grows suddenly loud and dark and cold.

I hold my breath and dare not make a peep.  
I try to go back to sleep...I can’t go back to sleep...

Ooooooooh, Ooooooooh —  
What’s that?

I hear a creaking and a moaning —  
Souls in agony are groaning.

Ooooooooh, Ooooooooh —  
There it is again! — Who’s there?

It’s getting louder, and louder, and louder!  
Something’s peeking in my window!
Something’s creeping under my bed!
Is it alive or is it dead?
Does it even have a head?
If I close my eyes, maybe it won’t be able to see me!

What’s that shadow that I see?
Is it a spider bigger than me?
Should I hide or should I flee?

There it is again!

I feel my house shaking...shaking...shaking...

No, YOU’RE shaking!

I’m so scared I rattle the sheets!
I’m so scared I start to freeze!
I’m so scared I start to grow a beard!

Footsteps in the hall...I’m not afraid, not at all....
Still, to be quite certain, I’ll hide behind the curtain,
Standing very still like a statue...

A roar and a rip and then I know it’s a... it’s a... it’s a...
And it’s coming closer, and closer, and closer...

Suddenly it’s here! I’m paralyzed by fear!
And it’s coming towards me and I hear this noise:

GET BACK IN BED!

I turn on the light, not a shadow in sight —
So I go back to sleep, and I don’t hear a peep.

III. Things That Go Bump in the Night

I pull the covers from my face, and glance around the room.
The light of dawn reveals no trace
That I had been visited by creatures of doom.

Things that go bump in the night just might
Make somebody get light with fright.
They get so scared that they won’t be prepared for the
Things that go bump in the night.

But they know it isn’t true,
And hopefully so do you.
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I. And the moon is listening...

Elizabeth Alexander
and students at
Edward Smith Elementary School

Each new note like a distant bell

I lie in bed at night and listen,

Doors creak and walls moan, Faucets drip and the house is settling,
Tongue clicks, like a dripping faucet. Form mouth into large and small “O”s.

And the moon

is

listening.

And the moon

is

listening.
I lie in bed at night and listen.

Mice creep and clocks tick, marking time while we are dreaming.

And the moon is

Tongue clicks, like a ticking clock. Form mouth into large and small “O”s

Tongue clicks, like a ticking clock. Form mouth into large and small “O”s
Meow, with a rather pronounced dipthong

Ss!  Fierce hiss

cats go bump-i-ty bump all night,
cats go bump-i-ty bump all night,
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Repeat a few times if desired

Sopranos and Altos become total party cats: break out the birthday-type noisemakers, slide whistles, maracas, and toy ratchets! (If you can throw in a quick non-deafening vuvuzela blast, go for it!)

Once again, cats become responsible choral singers. My, how innocent they look!

My

My

Once again, cats become responsible choral singers. My, how innocent they look!

mis chief - hap pen - ing - left and right,

mis chief - hap pen - ing - left and right,

cats go bump i - ty bump all night,

cats go bump i - ty bump all night,
bump-ity, bump-ity, bump-ity, bump-ity bump!

I lie in bed at night and listen,

bump-ity, bump-ity, bump-ity, bump-ity bump!

I lie in bed at night and listen,
Wind chimes clatter in the breeze,

Snow falls and branches sway,

And the moon is
And I drift to sleep.

And I drift to sleep.

And I drift to sleep.

And I drift to sleep.
II. There It Is Again!

Mysteriously
Senza misura

\( \text{Rub hands together} \)
\( \text{Exhale, making wind sounds} \)

\( \text{Pat lowest strings with palm} \)

\( \text{Glissando on middle strings with fingernail (remain seated)} \)

\( \text{(} \text{=} \text{ approx. 60)} \)

\( \text{Crack - ing lum - ber} \) \text{ wakes me from my slum - ber,} \quad \text{and my fear} \quad \text{takes} \)

\( \text{Spoken} \)

\( \text{mf} \) \text{ gliss.}
Exhale, making wind sounds

Snap fingers rapidly

Exhale, making wind sounds

Snap fingers rapidly

Sky and clouds brawl, simple things make my skin crawl and the

Sky and clouds brawl, simple things make my skin crawl and the
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try to go back to sleep, I try to go back to sleep.

try to go back to sleep, I try to go back to sleep.

try to go back to sleep, I try to go back to sleep.

try to go back to sleep, I try to go back to sleep.

to sleep.
I can’t go back to sleep!

Moaned (higher)

Moaned (lower)

Moaned (higher)

Moaned (lower)

Oooooh

Oooooh

Oooooh

Oooooh

Scratch, scratchity, scratch...

WHAT'S THAT?
I hear a creak-ing and a moan-ing, such a
creak-ing and a moan-ing, such a
creak-ing and a moan-ing, such a
creak-ing and a moan-ing, such a
Souls in a-gon-y are groan-ing, such a
squeaking and groaning, and creaking and moaning and squeaking and groaning,

THERE IT IS AGAIN!

**Senza misura**

Solo

Moaned (higher)

Moaned (lower)

Ooooh

Ooooh
WHO'S THERE?

Shouted

Whispered repeatedly

Scratch, Scrunchity, Scritch

It's getting -

Glissando on middle strings with fingernail

It's getting louder,

It's getting -

It's getting louder,

It's getting
molto accel.

S

A

T

B

louder, louder, louder, louder

louder, and louder, and louder, and louder

louder, louder, louder, louder

louder, and louder, and louder, and louder

mf

and

f

f

f

f
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Should I hide or should I flee?

Is it a spider bigger than me?

Senza misura

There it is again!

Scratch, scrunchity, scritch...

I feel my house shaking........ shaking........ shaking...........

No, YOU'RE shaking!
Solo

I'm so scared I rattle the sheets!

Tutti

Spoken.

I'm...

Dampen strings with right hand

Solo

I'm so scared I start to freeze!

Tutti

Spoken.

I'm...

Solo

I'm so scared I start to grow a beard!

Tutti

Spoken.

I'm...
230
Tutti
I'm...
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Footsteps in the hall, I'm not afraid at all,

S

A

244
Still, to be quite certain, I'll hide behind the curtain,

T

B
Standing very still like a statue...

A roar and a rip and then I know it's a... it's a... it's a...
Inhale audibly, in a long slow collective gasp.

and it's coming closer, and closer, and closer,

Suddenly it's here!  I'm paralyzed by fear!  And it's coming

Spoken. This may be a choir member if you wish, although my favorite option is planting a deep-voiced male in the audience (with or without a hand held microphone).

GET BACK IN BED!

(towards me and I hear this noise, I hear this noise:)

(keep pedal depressed)
I turn out the light, not a shadow in sight, and I go back to sleep, and I don’t hear a peep.
III. Things That Go Bump In the Night

(\( \text{do}=\text{approx. 60} \)) Placidly

Flute

Right hand notes are for rehearsal only, or in performance without a flutist.

I pull the covers from my face and glance a-round my room.

I pull the covers from my face and glance a-round my room.
The light of dawn reveals no

ponderously that I had been visited by creatures of

trace that I had been visited by creatures of

The light of dawn reveals no

ponderously that I had been visited by creatures of

trace that I had been visited by creatures of
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They get so scared that they won't be prepared for the things that go bump in the night.

Things that go bump in the night just might make somebody get light with fright.
Things that go bump in the night just might make some-body get light with fright.

They get so scared that they might be cared by the

Things that go bump in the night, things that go bump in the night,

They get so scared that they
Things that go bump in the night just might make some-body get light with fright.

They get so scared that they won't be prepared for the things that go bump in the night.

Things that go bump in the night, bump, bump, bump, bump, bump.

They get so scared that they won't be prepared for the things that go bump in the night.
won't be prepared. Oh,

They get so scared that they

Things that go bump, bump, bump, things that go bump, bump, bump,

Things that go bump in the night just might make some-body get light with fright.

won't be prepared for the

Things that go bump in the night, things that go bump in the night,

They get so scared that they
Things that go bump, things that go bump, things that go bump, things that go bump,
bump, bump, bump, bump, bump, bump, bump, bump,

Things that go bump, things that go bump, things that go bump, things that go bump,

won't be prepared for the

Things that go bump in the night.

Things that go bump, things that go bump, things that go bump, things that go bump,

Stomp with opposite feet Stand very still!

Things that go bump in the night.

Things that go bump, things that go bump, things that go bump, things that go bump,

Stomp with opposite feet Stand very still!

Things that go bump in the night.

Things that go bump, things that go bump, things that go bump, things that go bump,

Stomp with opposite feet Stand very still!

Things that go bump in the night.

Things that go bump, things that go bump, things that go bump, things that go bump,
But they know it isn't true, and

But they know it isn't true, and

But they know it isn't true, and

But they know it isn't true, and

But they know it isn't true, and

But they know it isn't true, and

hope-fully so do you!

hope-fully so do you!

hope-fully so do you!

hope-fully so do you!

hope-fully so do you!
HERE YOU GO: ONE FINAL STOMP! *

* In the original children's choir version of this piece, I wrote "Bring Down the House!" here. I am reluctant to write this in the adult choir arrangement, lest you actually bring down the risers! So I will instead ask for singers standing on the floor or stage to give us a whoppin' stomp, and those on risers to stomp less dramatically. - E.A.
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